QualFab Inc. manufactures Serpentine Trays in a wide variety of styles and designs for the Heat Treat Industry. They are used in roller hearth, batch, quench, continuous, brazing and vacuum type furnaces at extreme temperatures.

The QualFab Advantage:

- Our people have been producing quality serpentine trays for over 30 years
- All product is manufactured to customer specifications
- We can produce trays in all shapes and configurations in almost any size
- Designs can be load bar style, through rod type, egg crate grid style, or Qual-Fab's own design, which offers added strength with greater flexibility, or for applications that require a rapid quench
- Experienced in making trays with all types of stainless and high nickel alloys including 304, 309, 310, 316, 330, 333, 600, 601, 602CA and others
- For environments at very high temperatures exceeding 2400 degrees, composite alloys can be supplied

- All material is supplied and certified for complete traceability
- Tooling is in stock for most designs and sizes
- We produce a top quality product at a reasonable and competitive cost
QualFab Inc. specializes in serpentine trays for most types of furnace equipment. Our many years of fabrication experience enable us to produce a wide variety of serpentine trays—both rectangular and round—of the highest quality and at a reasonable cost. A sampling of our trays are shown below.

Serpentine Trays: